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'Subtle, skillful, and clear. It's so clear, in fact, that you can see a very long way down,
into the heart of a flawed but valiant human being, into the sickness of a nation, into the
depths of political evil. It's the most impressive novel I've read for years, and one of the
very few that feels truly necessary' - Philip Pullman In the sweltering summer of 1938,
with Lisbon in the grip of Portugal's dictatorship of António Salazar, a journalist is
coming to terms with the rise of fascism around him and its insidious impact on his
work. Consumed by the passing of his wife and the child he never had, Pereira lives a
quiet and lonely existence. One day, the young and charismatic Monteiro Rossi enters
his life, changing everything. A man who once shied away from criticizing Portugal's
authoritarian regime finds himself unable to stay quiet any longer, resulting in his
political awakening and a devastating act of rebellion. Tabucchi's celebrated
masterpiece is an ode to courage and solidarity in the face of political oppression. 'A
stunningly good novel, and it goes on getting better in one's head after one has stopped
reading it - it works as an experience - something that has happened to one, which is of
course the proof of great writing' Diana Athill
This book discusses issues of broad cultural consequence by examining the work of
three of Italy's most prominent living novelists, Umberto Eco, Vincenzo Consolo, and
Antonio Tabucchi. The introductory chapter continues a discussion of some of the
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topics already broached in the author's Narrating Postmodern Time and Space (1997).
It uses an approach that is both historicist and psychoanalytic to critically address
topics in cultural studies and Italian studies. The book deals with fictions of very recent
publication, many of which have been published after the turn of the millennium, filling
important gaps in the critical bibliography. Close readings relate texts to their historical
and cultural contexts, critiquing their ideology while preserving their Utopian moments.
The present volume demonstrates the multifaceted potential of Relevance Theory,
which, for more than two decades now, has been inspiring studies of the relationship
between human communication and cognition. In the Mind and across Minds reflects
the main strands of relevance-theoretic research, by expanding, evaluating and revising
the researchers’ ideas in a collection of papers by an international array of scholars.
The papers explore various aspects of communication including such issues as nonliteral meaning with the focus on irony and metaphor, the construction of ad hoc
concepts, the conceptual-procedural meaning distinction, metarepresentation, context
and politeness as well as test the applicability of Relevance Theory to the domain of
translation. A set of readings on varied linguistic and sociocultural phenomena, this
book will be a valuable resource for scholars and students investigating meaning in
natural language and an insightful reference for those interested in relevance-theoretic
pragmatics, or pragmatics in general, semantics, sociolinguistics and Translation
Studies. Ewa Wa?aszewska, Marta Kisielewska-Krysiuk and Agnieszka Piskorska work
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at the Institute of English Studies, University of Warsaw as Assistant Professors. They
pursue their individual research connected with Relevance Theory and jointly organise
a biennial conference Interpreting for Relevance: Discourse and Translation.
Lisbona, un fatidico agosto del 1938, la solitudine, il sogno, la coscienza di vivere e di
scegliere, dentro la Storia. Un grande romanzo civile. Due premi nazionali come il
Viareggio-Repaci e il Campiello e il Prix Européen Jean Monnet. Ventidue traduzioni
all’estero. Una memorabile interpretazione cinematografica di Marcello Mastroianni.
Una storia che continua a suscitare il fascino e la meraviglia delle opere destinate a
durare nel tempo.
A comprehensive text on global corporate finance. It provides students with the
practical skills needed to understand global financial problems and techniques.
The twenty-one essays collected in this volume offer a broad range of critical views on
the intricate interdependence between verbal and visual representation. Drawing on
recent research, scholars from Europe, America and Asia approach the topic from a
host of different angles, exploring topics such as popular visual cultures in Japan,
devotional graffiti in a Piedmontese chapel, textual trompe-l'oeil in Jaques Derrida's
Memoirs of the Blind or the relationship between the landscape paintings of Albert
Bierstadt and the representation of landscape in the texts of James Fenimore Cooper.
The International Association of Word and Image Studies was founded nearly twenty
years ago - 1987 - and is based in Amsterdam. One of the aims of the association is to
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be a forum for both theoretical debate and innovative research in different disciplines.
Over the years, the IAWIS triennial conferences and the IAWIS publications have
established themselves as internationally acknowledged sites where literary critics, art
historians, architects, art and design specialists, semioticians, artists, psychologists and
art critics can meet and engage in a sustained dialogue.
Italian crime fiction (known as gialli in Italy) has developed from a popular genre to a
fully-fledged literary genre; and in the past thirty years it has gradually become the
focus of growing interest from literary critics as well as the reading public. This
collection of twelve essays is the first one in English to deal exclusively with Italian
crime fiction. The essays are scholarly yet accessible contributions to the growing
research in this field. They analyze texts by well-known authors (such as Umberto Eco,
Leonardo Sciascia and Andrea Camilleri) as well as works by younger writers. They
bring together four of the most significant strands of Italian gialli: the way gialli develop
or subvert the tradition and conventions of the crime genre; regional specificity within
Italian crime fiction; gialli by and about women, lesbians and gay men; and
representations of Italy in gialli written by English-speaking writers.
Split intransitivity has received a great deal of attention in theoretical linguistics since the
formulation of the Unaccusative Hypothesis by David Perlmutter (1978). This book provides an
in-depth investigation of split intransitivity as it occurs in Italian. The principal proposal is that
the manifestations of split intransitivity in Italian, whilst being variously constrained by wellPage 4/15
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formedness conditions on the encoding of information structure, primarily derive from the
tension between accusative (syntactic) and active (semantic) alignment. In contrast to
approaches which consider the selection of the perfective operator to be the primary diagnostic
of unaccusative or unergative syntax, this study identifies two morphosemantic domains in
intransitive constructions on the basis of the analysis of a cluster of related phenomena
(including agreement, argument suppression, ne -cliticization, past-participle behaviour, the
morphosyntax of experiencer predicates and word order, as well as the selection of the
perfective operator). Analysing the degree to which semantic, syntactic and discourse factors
interact in determining each manifestation of split intransitivity, this work captures successfully
the mismatches in the scope of the various diagnostics. Drawing upon insights provided by
Role and Reference Grammar, and relying on corpus-based evidence and crossdialectal
comparison, this study makes new empirical and theoretical contributions to the debate on split
intransitivity. The book is accessible to linguists of all theoretical persuasions and will make
stimulating reading for researchers and scholars in Italian and Romance linguistics, typology
and theoretical linguistics.
Short stories deal with topics including a mother's reminiscences of her son, life in a F. Scott
Fitzgerald novel, and the reversal of art and life
1051.22
Although Morrison, Doctorow, and Tabucchi vary in their stylisitic responses to these changes,
their narratives propose a collective recovery of the past into a future-oriented present and
serve as examples of how literature can intervene in history, rather than merely reflecting and
acquiescing to it.
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Detective fiction is a universally popular genre; stories about the investigation of a crime by a
detective are published all over the world and in hundreds of languages. Detective fiction
provides more than entertainment, however; it often has a great deal to say about crime and
punishment, justice and injustice, testimony and judgment. The Novel as Investigation
examines a group of detective novels by three important Italian writers - Leonardo Sciascia,
Dacia Maraini, and Antonio Tabucchi - whose conviction about the ethical responsibility of the
writer manifests itself in their investigative fiction. Jo-Ann Cannon explores each writer's
denunciation of societal ills in two complementary texts. These investigative novels shed light
on pressing social ills, which are not particular to Italian society of the late twentieth century but
are universal in scope: Sciascia focuses on abuses of power and the death penalty, Maraini on
violence against women, Tabucchi on torture and police brutality. In addition, each of these
texts self-reflexively explore the role of writing in society. Sciascia, Maraini, and Tabucchi all
use their fiction to defend the power of the pen to address "il male del mondo." The Novel as
Investigation will be of interest to a broad audience of readers, including those interested in
Italian and comparative literature, Italian social history, and cultural studies.
By Antonio Tabucchi, one of the most renowned voices in European literature and the foremost
Italian writer of his generation, The Woman of Porto Pim is made up of enchanting,
hallucinatory fragments that take place on the Azores Islands off the coast of Portugal. Told by
a visiting Italian writer unearthing legends, relics and histories of the inhabitants, the tales shed
light on a local restaurant proprietress's impossible love with an Azorean fisherman during
WWII, a dazzling whaling expedition of eras past, shipwrecks both metaphorical and real, and
a playful look at humankind from the perspective of a whale.
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This text guides the reader through the varying approaches to translation studies in the latter
half of the 20th century. Chronologically ordered and divided into clear sections, it collects
together key essays, articles and book extracts.
Italian cinema is internationally well-known for the ground-breaking experience of NeoRealism, comedy "Italian-Style," Spaghetti Westerns, and the horror movies of the seventies.
However, what is rather unfamiliar to wider audiences is Italian cinema's crucial and enduring
affair with literature. In fact, since the very beginning, literature has deeply influenced how
Italian cinema has defined itself and grown. This book provides an empirical approach to this
complex and fruitful relationship. The aim is to present discussions dealing with significant
Italian film adaptations from literary materials which greatly exemplify the variety of styles, viewpoints, and attitudes produced by such an alliance, throughout the different periods. Among the
adaptations discussed, are those that have followed trends and critical debates, making them,
at times, rather problematic.
Agosto 1938. Un momento tragico della storia d&'Europa, sullo sfondo del salazarismo
portoghese, del fascismo italiano e della guerra civile spagnola, nel racconto di Pereira, un
testimone preciso che rievoca il mese cruciale della sua vita. Chi raccoglie la testimonianza di
Pereira, redatta con la logica stringente dei capitoli del romanzo, impeccabilmente aperti e
chiusi dalla formula da verbale che ne costituisce il titolo: Sostiene Pereira? Questo non è
detto, ma Pereira, un vecchio giornalista responsabile della pagina culturale del &"Lisboa&"
(mediocre giornale del pomeriggio) affascina il lettore per le sue contraddizioni e per il suo
modo di &"non&" essere un eroe.
The end of World War II led to increased interest in multicultural concerns and a flourishing of
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literary and artistic endeavors. It was also a time of decolonization and the emergence of new
nations and cultures clamoring for recognition and respect. The political circumstances
following World War II exposed many people to other cultures. This reference discusses the
experiences of writers active since 1945 who were shaped by cultures other than their own.
Included are alphabetically arranged entries for more than 100 writers, including Chinua
Achebe, W.H. Auden, Mircea Eliade, Jamaica Kincaid, Salman Rushdie, and Elie Wiesel. The
profiled authors either lived in another culture voluntarily or were wrenched from one culture
into another. Each entry includes a brief biography, a discussion of multicultural themes in the
writer's works, a review of criticism, and primary and secondary bibliographies. The volume
closes with a selected, general bibliography. The reference demonstrates the value of
multicultural experiences in the lives of writers around the world and fosters a greater
appreciation of cultural diversity.
This second edition of Historical Dictionary of Postmodernist Literature and Theater contains a
chronology, an introduction, and a bibliography. The dictionary section has over 400 crossreferenced entries on postmodernist writers, the important postmodernist aesthetic practices.
A private meeting, chance encounters, and a mysterious tour of Lisbon, in this brilliant homage
to Fernando Pessoa. In this enchanting and evocative novel, Antonio Tabucchi takes the
reader on a dream-like trip to Portugal, a country he is deeply attached to. He spent many
years there as director of the Italian Cultural Institute in Lisbon. He even wrote Requiem in
Portuguese; it had to be translated into Italian for publication in his native Italy. Requiem's
narrator has an appointment to meet someone on a quay by the Tagus at twelve. But, it turns
out, not twelve noon, twelve midnight, so he has a long time to while away. As the day unfolds,
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he has many encounters—a young junky, a taxi driver who is not familiar with the streets,
several waiters, a gypsy, a cemetery keeper, the mysterious Isabel, an accordionist, in all
almost two dozen people both real and illusionary. Finally he meets The Guest, the ghost of
the long dead great poet Fernando Pessoa. Part travelog, part autobiography, part fiction, and
even a bit of a cookbook, Requiem becomes an homage to a country and its people, and a
farewell to the past as the narrator lays claim to a literary forebear who, like himself, is an
evasive and many-sided personality.
In Translation Changes Everything leading theorist Lawrence Venuti gathers fourteen of his
incisive essays since 2000. The selection sketches the trajectory of his thinking about
translation while engaging with the main trends in research and commentary. The issues
covered include basic concepts like equivalence, retranslation, and reader reception;
sociological topics like the impact of translations in the academy and the global cultural
economy; and philosophical problems such as the translator’s unconscious and translation
ethics. Every essay presents case studies that include Venuti’s own translation projects,
illuminating the connections between theoretical concepts and verbal choices. The texts,
drawn from a broad variety of languages, are both humanistic and pragmatic, encompassing
such forms as poems and novels, religious and philosophical works, travel guidebooks and
advertisements. The discussions all explore practical applications, whether writing, publishing,
reviewing, teaching or studying translations. Venuti’s aim is to conceive of translation as an
interpretive act with far-reaching social effects, at once enabled and constrained by specific
cultural situations. This latest chapter in his developing work is essential reading for translators
and students of translation alike.
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The classic graphic biography of Che Guevara—the most iconic revolutionary of the twentieth
century This dramatic and extensively researched book breathes new life into the story of
Ernesto “Che” Guevara. It portrays his revolutionary struggle through the appropriate medium
of the underground political comic—one of the most prominent countercultural art forms since
the 1960s. Spain Rodriguez’s powerful artwork illuminates Che’s life and the experiences that
shaped him: his motorcycle journey through Latin America, his rise to prominence as a leader
in Fidel Castro’s revolutionary movement, his travels in Africa, the desperate mission in Bolivia
that led to his death, and his extraordinary legacy.

The rich Greek built a replica of a Minoan palace on an island off the coast of California.
Translation and Geography investigates how translation has radically shaped the way
the West has mapped the world. Groundbreaking in its approach and relevant across a
range of disciplines from translation studies and comparative literature to geography
and history, this book makes a compelling case for a form of cultural translation that
reframes the contributions of language-based translation analysis. Focusing on the
different yet intertwined translation processes involved in the development of the
Western spatial imaginary, Federico Italiano examines a series of literary works and
their translations across languages, media, and epochs, encompassing: poems travel
narratives nautical fictions colonial discourse exilic visions. Drawing on case studies
and readings ranging from the Latin of the Middle Ages to twentieth-century Latin
American poetry, this is key reading for translation theory and comparative/world
literature courses.
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The author visits her Italian hometown, Bagheria, in an attempt to make peace with the
aristocratic family she has rejected and condemns the destruction of Sicily's artistic and
architectural treasures in its transition into a modern city
A literary thriller of heroin rings and headless bodies uncovers social ills and corruption
in modern day Portugal, whileas in all of Tabucchi's workblurring genre boundaries.
Antonio Tabucchi, Italy's premier writer and a best-selling author throughout Europe,
draws together Manolo the gypsy, Firmino, a young tabloid journalist with a weakness
for Lukacs and Vittorini, and Don Fernando, an overweight lawyer with a professed
resemblance to the actor Charles Laughton, to solve a murder that leads far up and
down Portugal's social ladder. As the investigation leads deeper into Portugal's power
structure, the novel defies expectations, departing from the formulaic twists of a
suspense story to consider the moral weight of power and its abuse.
Analytically rigorous and eminently practical, this book offers a more complete form of
capitalism, one that delivers superior financial performance precisely because it
mobilizes and generates human, social, and natural capital along with financial capital.
-How we view the foreign, presented either in the interrelated forms of culture, language,
or text, determines to a large degree the way in which we translate. This volume of
essays examines the cultural politics of translation that have determined the production
and dissemination of the foreign in domestic cultures as varied as contemporary North
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America, Europe, and Israel. The essays address from a variety of theoretical
perspectives the question posed almost two hundred years ago by the German
philosopher Friedrich Schleiermacher of whether the translator should foreignize the
domestic or domesticate the foreign.
Key essays on comparative literature from the eighteenth century to today As
comparative literature reshapes itself in today's globalizing age, it is essential for
students and teachers to look deeply into the discipline's history and its present
possibilities. The Princeton Sourcebook in Comparative Literature is a wide-ranging
anthology of classic essays and important recent statements on the mission and
methods of comparative literary studies. This pioneering collection brings together thirtytwo pieces, from foundational statements by Herder, Madame de Staël, and Nietzsche
to work by a range of the most influential comparatists writing today, including
Lawrence Venuti, Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak, and Franco Moretti. Gathered here are
manifestos and counterarguments, essays in definition, and debates on method by
scholars and critics from the United States, Europe, Asia, Africa, and Latin America,
giving a unique overview of comparative study in the words of some of its most
important practitioners. With selections extending from the beginning of comparative
study through the years of intensive theoretical inquiry and on to contemporary
discussions of the world's literatures, The Princeton Sourcebook in Comparative
Literature helps readers navigate a rapidly evolving discipline in a dramatically
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changing world.
Postmodernist literature embraces a wide range of forms and perspectives, including
texts that are primarily self-reflexive; texts that use pastiche, burlesque, parody,
intertextuality and hybrid forms to create textual realities that either run in opposition to
or in parallel with an external reality; fabulations that develop both of these strategies;
texts that ironize their relationship to reality; works that use the aspects already noted to
more fully engage with political or cultural realities; texts that deal with history as a
fiction; and texts that elude categorization even within the variety already explored. For
example, in fiction, a postmodernist novel might tell a story about a writer struggling
with writing (only, perhaps, to find that he is a character in a book by another writer
struggling to write a book). The A to Z of Postmodernist Literature and Theater
examines the different areas of postmodernist literature and the variety of forms that
have been produced. This is accomplished through a chronology, an introductory
essay, a bibliography, and several hundred cross-referenced dictionary entries on
individual postmodernist writers, the important postmodernist aesthetic practices,
significant texts produced throughout the history of postmodernist writing, and important
movements and ideas that have created a variety of literary approaches within the form.
By placing these concerns within the historical, philosophical, and cultural contexts of
postmodernism, this reference explores the frameworks within which postmodernist
literature of the late twentieth and early twenty-first century operates.
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This volume deals with the inherent relation between literary genres and cultural
memory. Indeed, generic repertoires may be regarded as bodies of shared knowledge
(a sort of 'encyclopaedia' or 'museum' of stocked culture) and have played and still play
an important role in absorbing and activating that memory. The contributors have
focused on some specific memory-linked genres that prove especially relevant in
remembering and transforming past experiences, i.e. the (post)modern historical novel
and various forms of (post)modern autobiographical writing. They deal with such
renowned authors as Carlos Fuentes, Vargas Llosa, Umberto Eco, Antonio Tabucchi,
John Barth, Julian Barnes, Michel Butor, Nathalie Sarraute, Alain Robbe-Grillet, Claude
Simon, Georges Perec and Marguerite Yourcenar. The volume, thus, constitutes an
attractive and representative sample of (post)modern forms of rewriting and
problematizing individual and collective pasts.
A lot of people lose their way in India . . . it's a country specially made for that.' Amid the
backstreets, brothels and faded hotels of Bombay, Madras and the old Portuguese port
of Goa, a man searches for his lost friend. Xavier has been missing for a year, and the
only clues to his disappearance lie with an overworked doctor, a young prostitute and
the leader of a strange religious order. Dreamlike, elusive and profoundly disquieting,
Indian Nocturne calls into question the very nature of identity.
'Christmas in the Family' contains a collection of activities, crafts, songs and stories for
families to enjoy over the Christmas season.
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Winner of the 2018 Italian Prose in Translation Award A metaphysical detective story
about love and existence from the Italian master, Antonio Tabucchi. When Tadeus sets
out to find Isabel, his former love, he soon finds himself on a metaphysical journey
across the world, one that calls into question the meaning of time and existence and the
power of words. Isabel disappeared many years ago. Tadeus Slowacki, a Polish writer,
her former friend and lover, has come back to Lisbon to learn of her whereabouts.
Rumors abound: Isabel died in prison under Salazar's regime, or perhaps wasn't
arrested at all. As Tadeus interviews one old acquaintance of hers after the next, a
chameleon-like portrait of a young, ideological woman emerges, ultimately bringing
Tadeus on a metaphysical journey across the continent. Constructed in the form of a
mandala, For Isabel is the spiraling search for an enigma, an investigation into time and
existence, the power of words, and the limits of the senses. In this posthumous work
Tabucchi creates an ingenious narration, tracing circles around a lost woman and the
ultimate inaccessible truth.
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